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If extension 579 is busy, a message may be left on extension 313. The con-
sulting office is closed Wednesdays fran 13:30 to 14:30 for consulting
staff meetings.

08:30-12:30 13:00-17:00

MONDAY Barb Horner Harsh Anand Passi
TUESDAY Ann Cowley Dan Anderson
WEDNESDAY Harsh Anand Passi Dave Kennison
THURSDAY Ken Hansen Dan Anderson
FRIDAY Ken Hansen Dave Kennison

SCIIKZ CF IW~BI rVaUaBIL1rrrtY
All machines may be down from 07:00 until 08:30 daily for Systems Checkout.
In addition, -sane machines will be down for Preventive Maintenance as fol-lows: 7600, 06:00-07:00 (M T W Th F); CRAY-1, 06:00-07:00 (M Th), 06:00-
07:30 (T) , 06:00-06:30 (F); f45-4, 06:00-07:00 (daily); MODOOMP, 08:00-
12:00 (1st Monday of month).

fTe Bearod is published monthly by the Scientific Canput ing Division of the
National Center for Atmospheric Research. NCAR is operated by the Univer-
sity Corporation for Atmospheric Research and is sponsored by the National
Science Foundation. Reference to a canpany or product name does not imply
approval or recommendation of the product to the exclusion of others.
David Maxey, Editor; Ann Cowley, Head, User Interfaces; Astrik Deir-
mendj ian, -Trouble/Design Reports; Sylvia Darmour, Summary of NCAR Computer
Use; Mary Bartels, Canputer Resources Allocated.
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iMr To"b Proqd~ P aet- uitdhing Nebark

A new era in SCD's computing service will dawn sometime early in November when
our national packet-switching network will be put into commission. For the
very first time, users remote from Boulder, Colorado will be able to access
SCD's IBM 4341, and therefore the back-end computers, at the cost of a local
telephone call, or at the worst, in a few cases, an inexpensive toll call.

NCAR has signed a contract with UNINET, the national packet-switching network
associated with United Computing Services, to provide access to the 4341 for
up to 32 concurrent interactive users communicating at 300 and 1200 baud.
Quite apart from the relative cheapness of this communications system, the
packet-switching protocols have powerful error correction and recovery
features providing for a much lower error rate than is possible by communicat-
ing over the switched telephone network. Possible enhancements to this system
for the future include provisions for synchronous communications for RJE, with
much improved error rates in these also, although funding for such extension
is not yet identified.

This is one of the steps being taken by SCD to provide access to all of its
users that is as easy, convenient, and cheap as that provided to users in
Boulder. We at SCD are very proud to be able to introduce this service. We
hope that our remote users will find it as useful as we feel it ought to be.

by Walter M. Macintyre

PacIet Switching, unme, and mea

The present state of communications between computers or between terminals and
computers (an area usually called data comm) can be likened to the early days
of the dial telephones: When dial phones were being introduced, most calls,
especially the long-distance ones, were completed by the manual actions of a
switchboard operator. Similarly, although some computer networks are using
sophisticated and automated technology, most computer communications still
rely upon rather restrictive protocols and manual use of dial telephones for
establishing connections.

A rapidly developing area of data communications is networking based on packet
switching technology, and packet switching is to data communications as direct
distance dialing was to the telephone system. The technology is increasingly
being used in both public and private networks, and the Consultative Committee
on International Telegraphy and Telephony (CCITT) standard packet switching
protocols (X.25) are being generally adopted. The eventual effect of this
growth and standardization may be to greatly simplify the connection of one
computer (or terminal) to another, and improve the integrity of the data that
are transmitted. In fact, as microcomputers become as ubiquitous as tele-
phones, their connections to one another, or to centralized data sources, may
be as cnommon as a long distance phone call.
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Central to this potential is the emergence of a standard protocol (that is, a
set of rules and formats) for transferring data along the links of a communi-
cations network, and for routing the data elements to their proper destina-
tions (packet switching). The standard now gaining the widest acceptance is
the collection of CCITT protocol recommendations that are referred to as the
X.25 protocol. The standard is detailed and ccrmplex, but a few of the charac-
teristics that make it particularly valuable (by comparison with older proto-
cols such as IBM's binary synchronous or bisync) are listed below.

- The X.25 protocol is "bit-oriented", and as such, is completely tran-
sparent to data content, word lengths, and character sets.

- The X.25 protocol is highly robust, with comprehensive error detection
and correction mechanisms.

- The X.25 protocol is efficient, even in the presence of long transmission
delays such as encountered on satellite links.

- The lower levels of X.25 may be handled by relatively simple, inexpensive
hardware and firmware devices that interface to the terminal or computer
with minor impact on its performance.

- The packet switching mechanisms of X.25 serve to provide statistical mul-
tiplexing of many data paths or "virtual circuits" along a single physi-
cal path.

- The address formats of the X.25 packet switching are sufficiently general
to facilitate the interconnection of networks, much as the adoption of
area codes and standard numbering schemes permitted the direct long-
distance dial between telephone exchanges.

-The existence and acceptance of a standard will generate greater unifor-
mity in hardware and software, not only among terminals and computers,
but among the interfaces (or gateways) to local area networks such as
Ethernet.

- The X.25 standard incorporates a data link protocol, termed HDLC, that is
an extension of SDLC, the data link protocol used by IBM within its Sys-
tems Network Architecture (SNA). Thus a high degree of compatibility
exists between the internationally adopted standard and the de facto
standard set by IBM.

Unfortunately, the CCITT standard has not yet gained total acceptance, and
even if it had,. the use of low speed (up to 1200 bits/second) modems (such as
acoustic couplers) and standard voice telephones will continue to provide the
lowest cost data ccmn service for the remote user of inexpensive, asynchro-
nous, ASCII terminals. The X.25 protocol is not yet a practical replacement
for this service for the following reasons:

- Though X.25 protocol handling hardware is of reasonable cost by com-
parison with other synchronous data comn equipment, the requirements for
logic and memory are substantially greater than those required for the
standard asynchronous terminal protocol, which is character-oriented and
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has no error correction mechanisms.

- The X.25 protocol is inefficient and slow if the data elements are small
and require immediate response (or turnaround) from the receiving com-
puter. Many computer systems interact with asynchronous terminals on a
character by character basis, particularly in character echo (or "full-
duplex") mode, where each character typed is actually echoed to the
screen by the host computer. This form of interaction is not practical
in a packet switching network environment.

- The full benefits of packet switching cannot be realized unless the ter-
minal or computer is always attached to the network, in much the same way
as a telephone set must have a direct, dedicated circuit to a central
exchange or switchboard.

- The telephone direct distance dial system still provides by far the most
comprehensive communications network presently available, and the cost
for its use is extremely low by comparison with other alternatives, so
long as the required transmission speeds are low (less than 4800
bits/second).

Until most homes and offices are equipped with digital circuits (requiring no
modems) to major networks, until the cost of X.25 handling hardware has
decreased substantially, until host computer designs are taking greater advan-
tage of intelligent terminals rather than interacting on a character by char-
acter basis, and until the momentum of older data comm techniques has been
overcome, there is great value in a hybrid system that combines an X.25 based
network with the telephone direct distance dial system. To that end, SCD has
been planning for and seeking proposals for a commercially maintained packet
switching network to which the NCAR computer complex would be attached.

Having evaluated several competitive proposals, UCAR has awarded a contract to
UNINET, Inc., to provide a packet switching network that will facilitate
accessing SCD computers. In Federal Communications Commission (FCC) jargon,
the new capabilities are termed a value added network, and such services come
under FCC regulation. In this article the trademark, UNINET, will be used to
designate both the corporate entity and the packet switching network as pro-
vided to UCAR.

In essence, UNINET will provide each user with access to the NCAR computers
via a local (or relatively short-distance) telephone call, and to offer per-
formance that is, in same respects, better than could be obtained over a long-
distance call placed directly from the user's location to NCAR. For the
immediate future, UNINET will serve NCAR users only for low speed (300 and
1200 bits per second), asynchronous, ASCII terminals. These terminals will be
connected to UNINET via conventional modems or acoustic couplers (Bell or
Vadic) and the direct dial telephone network.

Once attached to UNINET, the user will simply type the characters "NCR", and
the packet switching network will establish a virtual circuit which connects
the user to the IBM 4341 through its 3705 cnommunications controller. Caommuni-
cations within UNINET and with the 3705 will possess all the integrity and
reliability that are characteristic of a packet switching network, so only the
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"local loop" between the user and the nearest UNINET node is susceptible to
errors. Thus the interactive IBM user, with an inexpensive terminal and
modem, can utilize UNINET to provide low cost, highly reliable, and nearly
error free communications.

Although not planned for the initial installation, UNINET offers attractive
options for providing high speed batch services, and SCD may subscribe to
these services in the near future. In this case, or possibly even for
interactive services, user locations with large amounts of activity may choose
to install dedicated (leased) lines to the nearest UNINET node. Such lines
would be operated under the X.25 protocol, thus eliminating all dependence on
the direct dial system.

As the date of installation and operation nears, detailed information will be
provided to users concerning phone numbers and procedures for accessing
UNINET. In the interim, users should familiarize themselves with use of the
IBM interactive facilities, especially as they function in line mode through
the 3705. This type of service is very flexible, and almost any terminal
(either screen or hard-copy) should be usable. Questions may be addressed to

Dave Fulker (ext. 325).

by Dave Fulker

SrowinrYg YO DIEID) Turnarond

During very busy periods, DICOMED turnaround can be quite slow for some users.
In many of these cases, the turnaround can be improved considerably.

First, the fiche camera is receiving fewer jobs than the 35mm camera, and is
often idle while the 35mm camera has a long queue. Directing your output to
fiche (which is the default) will result in quicker turnaround.

Printer simulation runs faster than metacode graphics, and so DICOMED jobs
recognized as printer simulation are assigned a better priority. Be sure to
include the "DATA=TEXT" string in your network DISPOSE command when you send
jobs that are purely text.

Graphics jobs that are submitted with the "QLEV=MIN" option (see the May 1,
1982 issue of The Record or the document "Using the DICOMEDs Online") run at a
fast, predictable rate and will be queued at a priority as if the job were
much smaller than its actual size. Jobs processed at minimum quality level
will use only hardware characters, will not have multi-width lines interpreted
(a rarely used feature), and may have some dashed lines rendered as solid.

The results are suitable for much of NCAR's diagnostic and archival graphics
(and graphics not intended for publication), so the use of this option should
be investigated.

Next, the priority assigned to jobs as they are queued on the DICOMED depends
on the size of the dataset. Reducing the dataset size will improve tur-
naround. An obvious way to reduce dataset size is to request fewer pictures.
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In the many cases where this is not a practical suggestion, it still may be
possible to get the same pictures with smaller datasets. First, it has been
noticed that some users are using the obsolete plot package entry POINT to
generate lots of points one at a time. This causes huge overhead in the
metacode. The entry POINTS should be used instead to request several points
at a time. Second, all SCD versions of SUPMAP and EZMAP (other than PORPLIB)
have been updated in the last few months to remove the problem just mentioned
with entry POINT/S when dotted continental outlines are selected. It has been
noticed that saome users are apparently still using old versions, resulting in
unnecessarily large datasets and slow turnaround. If this is the case, con-
sider updating your decks and/or personal binary libraries to use the
corrected versions of SUPAP or EZMAP. Third, the use of FLUSH adds some size
to the metacode. Even though the larger metafiles process just as quickly,
they will get a lesser priority, so FLUSH should be used only as needed.

Finally, in many cases the delays inherent in the production and processing of
film can be avoided altogether. When pictures are being generated for diag-
nostics or for a single quick look, the use of graphics terminals and preview
translators should be considered. Such services are available on SCD's IBM
4341 and DEC 11/70 systems, as well as on the mini-computers of some of NCAR's
other divisions. The SCD Consulting Office can assist with more information
on preview graphics.

by Lof ton Henderson

Data rsmaicaticn Services as of October 1, 1982.

The following table gives the current Data Communication telephone numbers and
associated number of lines, the comnunication protocols used, and the types of
service you may select. This chart replaces page 1-7 in "Using the Remote Job
Entry System" (NCAR/PN-175+IA), and will be updated periodically in upcoming
issues of The Record.
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DATA COMMUENICATION SERVICES
as of October 1, 1982

SERVICE
(see note 1)

SPED (S) COMPATIBLE
(bits/s) ODBM(S) PHONE NUMBER(S)

(AREA CODE 303)

Selectable ASYNC
to Series/i,
3705, or 11/34
(see note 2)

3705 HASP
3705 HASP

3705 2780/3780
3705 2780/3780

3705 TJ200
3705 U 200

MJDCOMP 2780/3780
MODCOMP 2780/3780
MDCOW 2780/3780
JMDCOMP Ur200
MODCOMP Ur200

MJDCOP
MODCOMP
MODC MP
MODCOMP

ASYNC
ASYNC
ASYNC
ASYNC

300 or Bell 103,
1200 Bell 212, or

Vadic 34xx
(see note 3)

2400
4800

2400
4800

2400
4800

2000
2400
4800

2000
4800

300
1200
1200
1200

Bell 201C
Bell 208B

Bell 201C
Bell 208B

Bell 201C
Bell 208B

Bell
Bell
Bell

201A
201C
208B

Bell 201A
Bell 208B

Bell 103
Bell 202
Bell 212
Vadic 34xx

494-0472,
494-0490,
499-7482, or
499-7507

494-0552
494-0618

planned
494-0636

planned
planned

499-6466
499-4388
494-4660

499-4334
494-4016

499-4411
499-4409
499-6853
499-6852

1. The classes of service indicate both the ocmrminications protocol and the ser-
vicing azwnnications controller. The 3705, Series/i,. and 11/34 all serve as
crmnumications controllers for access to the IBM 4341. The protocol designa-
tions are as follows:

ASYNC - The standard ASYNChronous protocol for ASCII terminals
or teletype devices (TTY). NCAR's conventions for the
ASYNC protocol are: 7 data bits, 1 stop bit, even parity.

2780/3780 - IBM's Binary Synchronous Cmnmunication (BSC or bisync)
protocol for 2780 or 3780 data comvunication terminals.

HASP - The Houston Autanatic Spooling Priority camnunication
protocol, a form of IBM's bisync comnunication.

Ur20O - Control Data's protocol for the User Terminal 200.

2. Selection is made via the keyboard class select feature of the PACX. Classes
are: class 110 = 3705, class 120 = Series/i, class 130 = 11/34. If the speed
is 300 bits/s, the 3705 is recomnended.

3. On all selectable ASYNC phone lines, the NCR noderns automatically detect the
speed and nodulation format of the user's call.

NUMBER
OF LINES

1
1

0
1

0
0

2
1
2

3
3

4
2
1
2

_ __ __ ___ __ __
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Ner serian oaE M _alabahle on tIh C~R-1

The Scientific Canomputing Division has recently acquired a new version of FUN-
PACK from Boeing Computer Services.

FUNPACK was originally written at Argonne National Laboratory as part of the
NSF-funded NATS (National Activity for Testing Software) project. Originally,
versions were made available for the IBM s/360-370 series, the CDC 6000-7000
series, and the UNIVAC 1108. For these machines, the FUNPACK routines pro-
vided nearly full machine-precision evaluation of special functions. In 1979,
FUNPACK was implemented on the CRAY-1 by making simple modifications to the
CDC version which did not preserve the full-word accuracy and robustness of
the original Control Data version.

The new version of FUNPACK is a more extensive adaptation of the CDC version
by Stuart Anderson of Boeing Computer Services. This version provides more
accuracy in the routines BESJO, BESJ1, EI, EONE and better error handling in
the routines ELIE1, ELIEM, ELIPE.

The new version will be available on October 12. It will be accessed in the
same way as the previous version with LIB=FUNPACK on the LDR card. The CRAY
procedures GEDOC and GF SRC may be used to list the documentation and source
code for FUNPACK. These procedures are discussed in the June, 1982 issue of
The Record.

by Randolph Back

I~ontation Updat e

The subject of this column is the vast and confusing array of documents and
updates which concern SCD; and its purpose is to announce everything in one
place.

Included at various times will be documents issued by SCD, by NCAR but outside
SCD, by IBM and by Cray Research, Inc. Directions for obtaining the documents
are given. In addition, if you wish to announce a pertinent document, please
contact Linda Besen (ext. 588).

SCD Documents

A revision of the article "Using The DICOMEDs Online" is available from the
Consulting Office (roanm 11A, ext. 579).

A new list of telephone numbers for remote entry users is printed in this
month's issue of The Record. It replaces the list on page 1-7 of Remote Job
Entry through the ~ 1~CAR/I'N-180+IA).

-10-
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IBM Documents

The new release announced in this section of last month's issue of The Record
has been indefinitely postponed. Continue to use the manuals you have; and
stay tuned...

by Linda Besen

eeting o t e S) Advisory Pwanetl Schled

Requests from outside users for the equivalent of more than five hours on the
CRAY-1 must be considered by the Advisory Panel for the Scientific Computing
Division. The next meeting is scheduled for March, 1983. University users
should submit large requests to John Adams or Cicely Ridley of the Scientific
Computing Division by early January, 1983. Eight to nine weeks are needed for
the pre-review of requests and for the preparation and printing of Panel
materials.

Suary of Daily Bl etin Iterms

Below is a summary of some items which have appeared in the Daily Bulletin
(the NEWS file for remote entry users). These items concerned systems
changes, operations procedures, and other news of general interest. They may
still be of interest to users and are listed below by topic and date.

XLIB:

August 19, 1982
On Tuesday, 24 August, the version of SUPMAP on XLIB will be updated. The
change will result in significantly smaller volumes of metacode being gen-
erated when dotted continental outlines are used. The comments describing the
interface to ULIB DASHLINE have been corrected as well, and the DASHD calls in
routine MAPLQO have been fixed appropriately for 16-bit dash patterns.
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icyry ob fEM c*it Ue faor Aulgst 1982

7600 CCMPU ER

AUGUST FISCAL YrD
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avg.

Clock Hours in the Month 744.00 24.000 8040.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 22.22 .717 235.25 .702
less Hardware Downtime 16.07 .518 159.87 .477
less Software Downtime .52 .017 13.61 .041
less Environmental Downtime 0.00 0.000 24.70 .074
less Operations Use 12.70 .410 167.21 .499
less Other Causes 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000

Clock Hours Up 692.49 22.338 7439.36 22.207
less Systems Checkout 5.85 .189 132.39 .395

Clock Hours Avail, to Users 686.64 22.150 7306.97 21.812
less Idle Time 147.53 4.759 1372.81 4.098

Clock Hours in Use 539.11 17.39 5934.16 17.714
% Available Hours Used 78.51 % 81.21 %

CRAY-1 COMPUTER

AUGUST FISCAL YTD
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avg.

Clock Hours in the Month 744.00 24.000 8040.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 17.95 .579 174.36 .520
less Hardware Downtime 17.85 .576 137.72 .411
less Software Downtime 5.78 .186 34.44 .103
less Environmental Downtime .95 .031 33.27 .099
less Operations Use .47 .015 32.49 .097
less Other Causes 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000

Clock Hours Up 701.00 22.613 7627.72 22.769
less Systems Checkout 6.02 .194 94.47 .282

Clock Hours Avail, to Users 694.98 22.419 7533.25 22.487
less Idle time 7.68 .248 132.30 .395

Clock Hours in Use 687.30 22.171 7400.95 22.092
% Available Hours Used 98.89 % 98.24 %
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Capuber Beeaurce Allocated in August 1982

CCU KCRU
SCIENTIST PROJECT TITLE

Request Alloc. Request j Alloc.

Rainer Bleck
Univ. of Miami

Robert Gall/
Robert L. Walko
Univ. of Arizona

Bruce W. Lites
Sac Peak National
Observatory

Stephen A. Drake/
Thomas R. Ayres
Univ. of Colo.

Patricia Bornmann
Univ. of Colo.

William Gray
Colo. State Univ.

Julius London
Univ. of Colo.

Paul B. Hays
Univ. of Mich.

Fred H. Carr
Univ. of Oklahoma

Richard Canfield
Univ. of Calif.
at San Diego

Potential vorticity
conservation in weaker
prediction models

Dynamics of mid-latitude
eddies

Ionization balance of
the negative hydrogen
ion in the solar atmosphere

Modeling cool stars
outer atmospheres

Modelling the inhomogeneous
solar outer atmosphere: the
cooling phase of flares

Tropical/cyclone environ-
ment interactions

Analysis of variations
of stratospheric ozone

Theoretical modelling of
equatorial ionosphere

Numerical studies
of cyclogenesis

Radiative hydro-dynamic
instabilities of solar
loops

5.0

5.0

0.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

0.0

4.0

4.5

3.0

5.0

5.0

0.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

0.0

4.0

4.5

3.0

3.0

0.0

9.0

4.0

4.0

4.5

12.0

4.5

2.25

6.75

3.0

0.0

9.0

4.0

4.0

4.5

12.0

4.5

2.25

6.75

Note: Resources requested and granted may differ for several reasons.

1. During the processing of a request for computer time, the applicant may
decide to switch from one machine to the other.

2. The applicant may not have requested the resources on the Control Data
7600 necessary for access to the CRAY-1.
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3. A request may be supported at a lower level than requested because:

a. It exceeds the five-hour limit above which Panel review is required;
or

b. Reviewers consider the amount of time requested to be excessive.
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